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Following the release in May 2017 of the Cyber Scare report by the Office of the
NSW Small Business Commissioner (OSBC), which detailed the result of its study into
NSW business attitudes and views of cybercrime, the OSBC has partnered in a national
study with the Victorian, South Australian and Western Australian Small Business
Commissioners, the Queensland Small Business Champion, and the Australian Small
Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman to investigate cyber security awareness
amongst small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) across Australia.

$1 billion

Cybercrime defined
Cybercrime is a dishonest or criminal activity
online or by phone that can include instances of
deceptive conduct.
Examples of cybercrime include:
• the deliberate distribution of malicious
software or viruses
• online or phone scams
• theft of critical business information

The cost of cybercrime to businesses
in Australia is rising exponentially,
costing Australians an estimated
$1 billion each year.1

• fake over payments
• fake invoicing
• hacking a business in order to obtain
customer details, or as a way to

Cybercrime costs businesses globally more than

$3
trillion
that by 2021 this will exceed $6 trillion.

gain access to a supplier’s

annually and it is anticipated

computer network.3
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50%

Almost 50% of SMEs nationwide
limit their online presence to only a
business website and contact details
and social media, with only
of survey

42% of SMEs nationwide believe
they can protect their business from
cybercrime by limiting their online
presence—overlooking some of the significant
economic benefits of a greater presence online.

15%

respondents offering a business website with
product viewing or purchasing functionality.
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of SME owner-operators
55%
continue to unknowingly expose

Four out of every five SMEs recognise
that the risk of their business
becoming a victim of cybercrime is
increasing. Despite this, only around

themselves to cybersecurity risks

believe they have experienced a cybercrime

through their most frequented online

event. It’s possible that while SMEs are aware of

activities—sending and receiving

the risk, they may be unaware they have suffered

emails and operating social media.

a cyber security breach.

20%

Of the 20% of SMEs that have

Cybercrime is rated by SMEs
as the 3rd biggest risk to their
business, with a further
of

83%
SMEs indicating their concern about

suffered a cybercrime event,

of these events resulted
41%
from malware. A total of 40% of
these events cost the businesses
between $1,000 and $5,000, and

cybercrime is influenced by recent

for two-thirds of these businesses,

worldwide cybercrime events.

these costs were unrecoverable.

Nationally,

74%

of SMEs feel well

informed about the risks of cybercrime
to their business, which is

10%

higher than the NSW survey in
May 2017.

When asked where they go to seek help following
a cybercrime event, SMEs reported they would
contact Google (ranked highest at 44%), then the
police (43%),

38% would contact IT

forensic consultants for help followed by
government (35%). Less than 2% of SMEs said they did
not require help.
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